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Abstract—We describe a simple passive universal gripper, con-5
sisting of a mass of granular material encased in an elastic mem-6
brane. Using a combination of positive and negative pressure, the7
gripper can rapidly grip and release a wide range of objects that8
are typically challenging for universal grippers, such as flat ob-9
jects, soft objects, or objects with complex geometries. The gripper10
passively conforms to the shape of a target object, then vacuum-11
hardens to grip it rigidly, later using positive pressure to reverse12
this transition—releasing the object and returning to a deformable13
state. We describe the mechanical design and implementation of14
this gripper and quantify its performance in real-world testing sit-15
uations. By using both positive and negative pressure, we demon-16
strate performance increases of up to 85% in reliability, 25% in17
error tolerance, and the added capability to shoot objects by fast18
ejection. In addition, multiple objects are gripped and placed at19
once while maintaining their relative distance and orientation. We20
conclude by comparing the performance of the proposed gripper21
with others in the field.22

Index Terms—End effectors, grain size, jamming, manipulators,23
pressure control.24

I. INTRODUCTION25

UNIVERSAL robot grippers are robotic end effectors that26

can grip a wide variety of arbitrarily shaped objects. Pro-27

posed universal grippers have ranged from vacuum-based suc-28

tion grippers to multifingered hands, and these can be divided29

along a spectrum from active universal grippers to passive uni-30

versal grippers [1].31

Most active universal grippers typically have an anthropo-32

morphic multifingered design with many independently actu-33
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ated joints. Many such grippers have been developed, and mul- 34

tifingered grasping is an active area of research [2]. The active 35

universal grippers that have been proposed are capable of both 36

grasping and manipulation but also engender extensive phys- 37

ical and computational complexity, which is evident in grasp 38

algorithm research [3]–[5]. The complexities of active univer- 39

sal grippers, that are coupled with their correspondingly high 40

costs, have limited their adoption among commercial robotics 41

industries. 42

Passive universal grippers [6], [7] require minimal grasp plan- 43

ning. They often have ten or more degrees of freedom (DOF) 44

per actuator and include components that passively conform to 45

unique object geometries, giving them the ability to grip widely 46

varying objects without readjustment. For example, Scott [6] 47

presented a gripper design in which many independent tele- 48

scoping pins could each passively slide in or out to conform to 49

the shape of a target object, before pinching from the side to 50

grip the object. 51

Passive universal grippers are generally simpler to use and 52

require minimal visual preprocessing of their environment, but 53

they too have had limited success gaining widespread adoption. 54

Often, their many passive components are easy to damage and 55

difficult to replace. Passive universal grippers can be very expen- 56

sive as well, and their ability to grip many different objects often 57

renders them inferior at gripping any one object in particular (a 58

mechanical no free lunch [8]). 59

The term underactuated [9] describes universal grippers 60

falling somewhere between the active and passive distinctions. 61

There are no clear dividing lines on this spectrum, but under- 62

actuated grippers [10]–[17] are in many ways comparable with 63

passive universal grippers, especially when they possess many 64

more DOF than actuators. 65

Lower thresholds of universal gripping can be achieved by 66

adding deformable materials to the gripping faces of a traditional 67

1-DOF jawed gripper in order to increase the compliance of the 68

surfaces [18]–[20]. This technique is straightforward and can 69

be sufficient for some applications. Simpson [21] was likely the 70

first to suggest adding pockets of granular materials to gripping 71

surfaces for this purpose, and later Schmidt [22] and Perovskii 72

[23] proposed designs that allowed vacuum hardening of similar 73

grain filled pockets to produce a custom gripper jaw shape. 74

Reinmueller and Weissmantel [24], while describing a similar 75

idea, went so far as to speculate that a single membrane filled 76

with granular material might be able to grip an object on its own 77

and function as a passive universal gripper. However, this idea 78

was not demonstrated in practice or rigorously explored until the 79

universal jamming gripper that we have recently presented [25]. 80

1552-3098/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Universal jamming gripper is able to grip a wide variety of objects
without grasp planning or sensory feedback. Multiple objects can be gripped at
once, as demonstrated here with salt and pepper shakers.

The approach that we propose in this paper is to use both81

positive and negative pressure to modulate the jamming transi-82

tion in a universal jamming gripper. We design, manufacture,83

and test a prototype gripper that attaches to a commercial robot84

arm. Consisting of a single mass of granular material encased in85

an elastic membrane, the gripper can passively conform to the86

shape of the target object, then vacuum-harden to grip it rigidly,87

later using positive pressure to reverse this transition—releasing88

the object and returning to a deformable state. An example of89

this gripper can be seen in Fig. 1.90

This universal jamming gripper is an example of a passive uni-91

versal gripper that exploits the temperature-independent fluid-92

like to solid-like phase transition of granular materials known as93

jamming [26]–[31]. This gripper leverages three possible grip-94

ping modes for operation: 1) static friction from surface contact;95

2) geometric constraints from capture of the object by interlock-96

ing; and 3) vacuum suction when an airtight seal is achieved on97

some portion of the object’s surface [25]. These three gripping98

modes are illustrated in Fig. 2. The friction force results from99

the slight (<0.5%) volume contraction of the membrane that100

occurs during evacuation, which, in turn, causes a pinch force to101

develop, normal to the point of contact. Analytical calculations102

for these values have been previously presented [25].103

By achieving one or more of the three gripping modes, the104

jamming gripper can grip many different objects with widely105

varying shape, weight, and fragility, including objects that are106

traditionally challenging for other universal grippers. For exam-107

ple, we have successfully been able to grip a coin, a tetrahedron,108

a hemisphere, a raw egg, a jack toy, and a foam earplug. When109

mounted to the robot arm, the gripper functions entirely in open110

loop—without grasp planning, vision, or sensory feedback.111

Fig. 2. Jamming gripper can achieve three separate gripping modes. (Left)
Static friction from surface contact. (Center) Geometric constraints from in-
terlocking. (Right) Vacuum suction from an airtight seal. Normally, it would
be unlikely that the interlocking or vacuum modes would be achieved without
some additional contribution from friction.

Optimal performance of a universal jamming gripper is main- 112

tained by resetting the gripper to a neutral state between gripping 113

tasks. Prior to the work presented here, this was accomplished 114

by shaking the gripper, by kneading or massaging the gripper, 115

or by pushing the gripper against some resetting apparatus that 116

is mounted in the workspace, for example. We call this process 117

manually resetting the gripper, and without it, the ability to 118

grip subsequent objects degrades rapidly. We have found that 119

positive pressure can be used to replace this procedure with 120

a short burst of air that quickly unjams and resets the grip- 121

per. We also find that incorporating positive pressure improves 122

the gripper’s speed, reliability, error tolerance, and placement 123

accuracy. In addition, the fast ejection that positive pressure 124

can provide enables the gripper to launch objects a significant 125

distance—a capability that we call shooting, which may serve as 126

a new method for robots to extend their workspace and perform 127

tasks like sorting objects into bins in a factory or throwing away 128

trash in a home. 129

In this paper, we develop a new universal jamming gripper 130

that incorporates positive pressure. We quantify the gripper’s 131

ability to grip objects of different shapes and sizes, as well as its 132

ability to tolerate errors in the location of the target object; we 133

test the gripper’s maximum speed and placement precision; we 134

test the gripper’s ability to grip multiple objects at once and to 135

shoot objects of varying weight and shape. Our testing reveals 136

the capabilities and limitations of the gripper, and we compare 137

these with a manual reset gripper in order to isolate the perfor- 138

mance contribution from positive pressure. We demonstrate that 139

dramatic improvements in performance are possible through the 140

addition of positive pressure, and we compare the performance 141

of a positive pressure jamming gripper with related grippers in 142

the field. We conclude that this gripper has potential applications 143

in a variety of settings. 144

II. DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE 145

In its simplest form, a jamming gripper needs only to include 146

some granular material that is contained in a flexible mem- 147

brane in order to achieve its gripping behavior (the combination 148

of ground coffee and a latex balloon has been found to work 149

well [25]). No motors, cables, or linkages are required (just an 150
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Fig. 3. Assembly drawing of the positive pressure jamming gripper, including
components: 1) base, 2) external collar, 3) balloon membrane, 4) coffee grains,
5) air filter, 6) vacuum line port, and 7) high pressure port. The balloon is
pinched between the base and the collar producing an airtight seal.

off-board pump to evacuate the air from the gripper). Here, we151

have developed a slightly more complex jamming gripper that152

interfaces with a commercial robot arm and includes a rigid col-153

lar surrounding the membrane, as well as a positive pressure port154

and an air filter. An assembly drawing of the design is shown in155

Fig. 3.156

One of the primary benefits of this design is its mechanical157

simplicity. The gripper is composed of just 12 components (the158

seven shown in Fig. 3 plus five machine screws). This con-159

tributes to its low cost and easy manufacturability. The collar is160

an important element of the design because it helps guide the161

gripper as it conforms to an object, increasing the surface con-162

tact on vertical faces of the object and maximizing the potential163

for the interlocking gripping mode. In this prototype, the collar164

and the base are both manufactured from 3-D printed plastic,165

which permits the intricate internal structures of the base.166

The latex balloon membrane is pinched between the base and167

the collar producing an airtight seal. The balloon membrane168

thickness is 0.33 mm, and it is filled with ground coffee beans169

to a volume of 350 cm3 . At this volume, the gripper is full but the170

membrane is not significantly stretched; therefore, the gripper171

can be easily deformed in the unjammed state. The gripper is172

approximately spherical, with a radius of 43 mm. The relatively173

low density of ground coffee is advantageous because it can be174

used in larger quantities without weighing down the gripper or175

straining the membrane in the way that a heavier material like176

sand would, for example.177

III. PERFORMANCE178

The jamming gripper was mounted on a commercial robot179

arm for testing. Positive pressure was provided at 620 kPa and180

a flow rate of 2.16 L/s. Vacuum was achieved with an off-board181

vacuum pump. A maximum vacuum flow rate of 0.25 L/s was182

achieved with a pump rated for a maximum vacuum of 25 μm. 183

For gripping, the jamming transition was considered complete 184

when the pressure in the gripper dropped to−85 kPa, which took 185

1.1 s. The pressure in the gripper could also be neutralized with 186

the atmosphere, and this state was used whenever the gripper 187

was pressed onto an object. Solenoid valves that are controlled 188

by serial communication through the robot arm were used to 189

modulate the pressure in the gripper. All tests were performed 190

at 100% joint angle speed for the robot arm, which corresponds 191

to approximately 240 mm/s linear speed of the gripper. When 192

the manual reset gripper was tested, a 2-s massage was given 193

between each gripping task to return it to a uniform neutral 194

state. This setup was used throughout the following subsections, 195

except where otherwise noted. 196

A. Size and Reliability 197

The positive pressure jamming gripper was first evaluated 198

for its reliability in gripping objects of varying size. All objects 199

were located at a position on a table that was hard-coded into the 200

robot’s software (the pick position). The robot was instructed to 201

move to the pick position and press the jamming gripper onto 202

an object and to then actuate the gripper to induce the rigid 203

state. Next, the robot was instructed to move to a place position, 204

release the vacuum, and apply a 0.1-s burst of positive pressure 205

to eject the object. All tests were performed in open loop. 206

Spheres have been used as test objects for jamming grip- 207

pers [25], but here, we have chosen to use hemispheres (ori- 208

ented flat side down) so that the surface geometry of a sphere 209

test would be preserved, but the height of the test objects would 210

be reduced. Wooden hemispheres ranging from 5-mm radius to 211

38-mm radius were chosen, with a surface texture that was not 212

smooth enough to permit an airtight seal between the gripper 213

and the hemisphere, therefore, not inducing the vacuum mode 214

of gripping. Since the objects are hemispheres, it is also impos- 215

sible to achieve the interlocking gripping mode in this test. Each 216

hemisphere was located in line with the central axis of the grip- 217

per so that the contact angle θ would be as consistent as possible 218

around the hemisphere. The test setup and the hemispheres that 219

are used for this test can be seen in Fig. 4. The dimensions that 220

are associated with Fig. 4 were as follows: h1 = 48 mm, h2 = 221

115 mm, h3 = 130 mm, and d = 200 mm. 222

Test results are shown in Fig. 5. The ordinate of each plot is 223

presented as a percentage of the gripper size in order to account 224

for the scalability of the gripper [25]. Fig. 5 shows the perfor- 225

mance of the new positive pressure gripper compared with a 226

manually reset gripper. Plots of success rate, applied force, and 227

contact angle are shown. Success rate was determined over 30 228

trials for each hemisphere and represents how reliably the grip- 229

pers could grip hemispheres of varying size. Applied force is 230

the maximum force that a gripper applies to an object as it is 231

deformed around it. This force is measured with a scale that is 232

located beneath the test object. Contact angle is the maximum 233

angle at which the gripper membrane and the object touch (as 234

indicated by θ in Fig. 4). Contact angle was measured with the 235

gripper pressed against the hemisphere and evacuated but be- 236

fore the hemisphere was lifted. For the applied force and contact 237
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Fig. 4. Different size hemispheres used in this test ranging from 5-mm radius
to 38-mm radius (left to right at top). Experimental setup showing key dimen-
sions (bottom). The gripper picks the object at the pick location (P1 ) and then
moves to place the object at the place location (P2 ). The contact angle between
the gripper and the object is indicated by θ.

Fig. 5. Results of gripping tests on hemispheres of varying radius using a
manually reset gripper and a gripper reset with positive pressure. (a) Success
rate for gripping objects of varying size. (b) Force that the gripper applies to an
object while deforming around it. (c) Contact angle that the gripper achieves.
The horizontal dotted line in (c) indicates the critical 45◦ contact angle.

angle tests, ten trials were performed on each hemisphere. For238

all three plots, the data points represent the average of the trials,239

and the error bars indicate the maximum and minimum mea-240

surements that are recorded during the test. Hemispheres were241

tested in random order for all tests.242

It can be seen that for a gripper without positive pressure,243

the gripper’s success rate falls off sharply as the object radius244

reaches about 65% of the gripper radius and falls to 0% for245

contact angles near 45◦ (i.e., the critical angle for gripping to246

occur [25]). No minimum object radius was observed in this247

test, although no hemispheres under 5-mm radius were tested248

because of their lack of availability in wood. We also see that249

the applied force increases with increasing object size, as more250

grains inside the gripper need to be displaced around larger ob-251

jects. Adding positive pressure dramatically increases the suc-252

Fig. 6. Results from testing the gripper against errors in the location of the
target object. (a) Error tolerance of about 30 mm as well as an increase in
error tolerance of up to 25% for the positive pressure gripper can be seen for
a hemisphere of 25-mm radius. (b) Error tolerance and reliability can be seen
more generally for errors ranging from 0 to 45 mm and hemispheres ranging
from 5 to 38 mm radius using the unitless value

√
e2 + r2 /R.

cess rate of the gripper by as much as 85% for some hemispheres 253

by increasing contact angle. Positive pressure also decreases the 254

force that is applied to the object by as much as 90%. These 255

performance increases are most likely because of increased flu- 256

idization of the granular material, which allows it to flow more 257

easily around the target object. 258

B. Error Tolerance 259

In this second test, the jamming gripper was evaluated for 260

tolerance to errors in the location of the target object. The same 261

test setup from Fig. 4 was used, with hemispheres that are again 262

employed as test objects. In this test, however, the target object 263

was located between 0 and 45 mm away from the pick loca- 264

tion P1 , thus, causing the hemisphere to be unaligned with the 265

gripper’s central axis. Results from this test are shown in Fig. 6. 266

In Fig. 6(a), only results for the 25-mm radius hemisphere are 267

shown, and 30 trials were performed for each data point. We 268

can observe an increased error tolerance of up to 25% from the 269

addition of positive pressure. Fig. 6(b) illustrates a more gen- 270

eral relationship between target object size, location error, and 271

gripping success rate, and ten trials were performed for each 272

data point shown, with errors ranging from 0 to 45 mm and 273

hemispheres ranging from 5- to 38-mm radius. 274

Fig. 6(a) could be redrawn for any of the hemispheres that 275

we tested, and a similar improvement for the positive pressure 276

gripper would be shown. However, we find that the expression 277√
e2 + r2/R allows us to observe the error tolerance and re- 278

liability of the gripper more generally. This expression can be 279

understood as the Euclidean distance from the apex of the target 280

object to the point where the gripper touches the table along 281

its central axis, compared with the radius of the gripper. It is 282

a simple approximation the total surface area the gripper will 283

contact (table plus target object), as it attempts to wrap around 284

the object to the critical contact angle, compared with the avail- 285

able surface area of the gripper. An analytical calculation of 286
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Fig. 7. Holding force for 3-D printed plastic shapes: helical spring, cylinder,
cuboid, jack toy, cube, sphere, and regular tetrahedron. The sphere is 2.6 cm in
diameter.

these two surface areas would likely produce a more accurate287

quantity, but such a calculation is prohibitively difficult because288

of the deformation and stretching of the gripper membrane that289

occurs during the gripping process. We see in Fig. 6(b) that our290

approximation is sufficiently simple and accurate to collapse the291

data and allow for quick estimations of gripping success rate. In292

addition, the close similarity between Figs. 5(a) and 6(b) should293

be noted. This result is expected because
√

e2 + r2/R reduces294

to r/R for e = 0.295

The error tolerance that we observe for the jamming gripper296

is very large considering its open-loop function. In Fig. 6(a),297

for example, we see that with the use of positive pressure, our298

43-mm-radius gripper can successfully pick up a 25-mm-radius299

hemisphere 100% of the time, even when the hemisphere is300

25 mm away from its target location. Furthermore, the ability of301

jamming grippers to resist torques and off-axis forces has been302

previously shown [25]. It is likely that this large error tolerance303

would prove very useful for gripping tasks in unstructured en-304

vironments, where precise control over neither the situation nor305

the robot is possible.306

C. Shapes and Strength307

In our third test, the jamming gripper was evaluated for the308

range of shapes that it could grip and the forces with which309

it could retain those shapes. Seven shapes with similar mass,310

volume, and size were 3-D printed for the test. The mass of311

each shape was 15.5 ± 0.8 g. The minimum cross section of312

each shape was approximately 26 mm—i.e., a size chosen to be313

well within the 100% success rate from the previous tests. The314

3-D printed material is not smooth enough for an airtight seal to315

be achieved. The shapes printed were helical spring, cylinder,316

cuboid, jack toy, cube, sphere, and regular tetrahedron. A photo-317

graph of the shapes is shown on the ordinate of Fig. 7. To test the318

strength with which each object was retained, we measured the319

force that is required to remove a held object from the gripper.320

The results of this test are shown in Fig. 7. Ten tests were per-321

formed for each shape, and the error bars indicate the maximum 322

and minimum measurements that are recorded during the tests. 323

It can be seen that resetting the gripper with positive pressure 324

improves the holding force for objects that displace a larger vol- 325

ume of grains in the gripper but decreases the holding force for 326

smaller objects. This may be understood as a tradeoff between 327

contact angle and applied force in the experimental setup. The 328

enhanced flowability of the positive pressure gripper allows for 329

a larger contact angle, as seen in Fig. 5(c) and, thus, an enhanced 330

holding force for the larger objects that displace a larger volume 331

of grains. However, a problem occurs for the smaller objects 332

because no significant increase in contact angle occurs. Instead, 333

the enhanced flowability may allow more grains to fall to the 334

side of the object, possibly leaving a gap between the grains and 335

the gripper base. This is supported by the low values of applied 336

force in Fig. 5(b) for the positive pressure gripper, which are 337

comparable with the weight of the grains for small objects. In 338

this situation, when the membrane is evacuated, the grains may 339

partially contract toward the open space near the gripper base 340

rather than toward the target object, resulting in less holding 341

force. This is not an inherent problem with the positive pressure 342

modification, as it could be fixed by applying more force to the 343

target object, either by adjusting the pick height h1 to the target 344

object size or by using a robot arm with force feedback. 345

D. Speed 346

The actuation speed of a positive pressure jamming gripper 347

depends on the vacuum and positive pressure flow rates. These 348

set the time required to complete the jamming transition when 349

evacuating the gripper and the time required to reset the gripper 350

with positive pressure. Here, we have achieved minimum actu- 351

ation times of 1.1 s to evacuate the gripper and 0.1 s to reset 352

the gripper. The 0.1-s reset time is probably near the lower limit 353

of what is practical, as it was achieved with a standard 650-kPa 354

compressed air line in a workshop. There is significant room 355

for improvement, however, in the evacuation time. Faster evac- 356

uation times could be achieved by incorporating an evacuated 357

reservoir between the pump and the valve leading to the gripper, 358

for example, and we believe that evacuation times of the order 359

of 0.1 s are also possible. 360

All of the tests in this paper were conducted at 100% joint 361

angle speed of the robot, which was measured at 240 mm/s. We 362

can, therefore, calculate that for the test setup shown in Fig. 4, a 363

gripping rate of 16.2 picks/min can be achieved with the positive 364

pressure gripper. Much higher gripping rates would be possible 365

with a faster robot arm, for example, a delta robot. 366

E. Placement Precision 367

Typically, placement precision is recognized as a sacrifice 368

that must be made when developing a passive universal gripper 369

in order to maximize the range of objects that may be gripped 370

[1]. However, placement precision is also a key performance 371

measure for grippers that are used in manufacturing settings. 372

Here, the jamming gripper is evaluated for the precision and 373

accuracy with which it can place objects, again using the same 374

test setup from Fig. 4 with slight modifications. 375
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Fig. 8. Placement test results for the calibration of the robot arm, test of
the positive pressure gripper, and test of the manually reset gripper. Ellipses
represent 95% confidence regions.

We first performed a calibration procedure to determine the376

precision and accuracy of the robot arm itself. A pen was firmly377

mounted to the wrist of the robot, extending to approximately378

the same point at which the gripper’s bottom edge makes con-379

tact with the table. A similar test procedure to Fig. 4 was then380

executed, with the pen marking a fixed piece of paper at the381

pick and place positions P1 and P2 . With this setup, we were382

able to determine the precision of the arm to be ±0.35 mm in383

the worst case for 95% confidence, with an average offset of384

0.76 mm from the goal. This result is seven times larger than385

the manufacturers reported repeatability of ±0.05 mm, which is386

likely because of the dynamic effects that are caused by moving387

the robot arm at full speed.388

Next, the pen was removed from the robot arm, and the gripper389

was reattached. The robot arm was programmed to execute a390

pick and place routine with the hemisphere, again using the test391

setup from Fig. 4. Following placement of the hemisphere, we392

were able to measure its deviation from its intended position393

in the plane of the table. In this test, only the 18-mm-radius394

hemisphere was used. This hemisphere is similar to the part395

sizes that are used in the shape test and is well within the 100%396

success rate range in the reliability test. The dimensions of Fig. 4397

were slightly modified for this test: When testing the positive398

pressure gripper, h2 was set at 88 mm, and When testing the399

manually reset gripper, h2 was set at 71 mm. The results are400

shown in Fig. 8.401

We see from Fig. 8 that the positive pressure gripper places402

the hemisphere more accurately than the manually reset gripper,403

while the manually reset gripper is slightly more precise. Specif-404

ically, the average deviation of the positive pressure gripper is405

0.98 mm from the arm’s calibration center, with a precision of406

±1.00 mm in the worst case for 95% confidence, while the av-407

erage deviation for the manually reset gripper is 2.63 mm from408

the arm’s calibration center, with a precision of ±0.76 mm in409

the worst case for 95% confidence.410

Fig. 9. Nine starting configurations that are used to test the jamming gripper’s
ability to grip multiple objects at once, shown from a top view.

The precision and accuracy in angular placement is compara- 411

ble between the two grippers. Here, however, the manually reset 412

gripper slightly was more accurate, while the positive pressure 413

gripper was slightly more precise. The manually reset gripper 414

rotated the hemisphere by 5.4◦ on average, ±3.4◦ for 95% con- 415

fidence. The positive pressure gripper rotated the hemisphere by 416

7.5◦ on average, ±1.8◦ for 95% confidence. 417

The placement accuracy improvement that we observe for the 418

positive pressure jamming gripper enables repeatable shooting 419

behavior presented later in Section III-G. It should be noted 420

that it is not strictly necessary to apply the positive pressure 421

exactly at the moment of object release and that releasing the 422

object and resetting the gripper can be separated into distinct 423

operations. If the improved placement precision of the manual 424

reset gripper is preferred, one could calibrate for the constant 425

offset in placement accuracy and then simply release the vacuum 426

to drop the object and pressurize the gripper later to reset it. 427

F. Multiple Objects 428

A unique feature of jamming grippers is their ability to grip 429

multiple closely spaced objects simultaneously while maintain- 430

ing their relative position and orientation. An example of this 431

was shown in Fig. 1. To quantify this capability, we used two 432

cuboids as test parts—each 13 × 13 × 45 mm. The gripper was 433

evaluated to pick these objects at the nine starting configurations 434

that are shown in Fig. 9. We again implemented the test proce- 435

dure from Fig. 4 with the same modifications that are specified 436

in the placement precision test. For each test, the centroid of the 437

combined shape was located on the central axis of the gripper. 438

The relative distance and angle between the two objects was 439

recorded before and after the gripping operation. 440

We found that for relative distance, the manually reset gripper 441

tended to increase the separation between the objects by 0.8 mm 442

on average, i.e., ±8.6 mm for 95% confidence, while the posi- 443

tive pressure gripper tended to increase the separation between 444

the objects by 7.7 mm on average, i.e., ±10.7 mm for 95% con- 445

fidence. In terms of relative angle, the manually reset gripper 446

changed the angle between the objects by 6.7◦ on average, i.e., 447

±20.5◦ for 95% confidence, while the positive pressure gripper 448
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changed the angle between the objects by 5.2◦ on average, i.e.,449

±22.2◦ for 95% confidence.450

This test shows a significant decrease in accuracy from the451

previous test, where only one object was used. The increase in452

error is likely the result of grips that occur away from the central453

axis of the gripper, where off-axis forces that tend to rotate454

or translate the gripped objects are more likely to occur. The455

performance of the positive pressure gripper is slightly inferior456

to the manually reset gripper in this test, presumably because457

the rapid expansion of the membrane during the ejection of458

the object magnifies these off-axis forces, producing increased459

rotations and translations of the gripped objects. This test reveals460

the importance of centering objects on the gripper’s central axis461

in order to maximize placement accuracy.462

The performance of both the positive pressure gripper and the463

manually reset gripper in this test indicates that they can be used464

to grip multiple objects at once but that their ability to main-465

tain the relative distance and angle between the objects is only466

suitable for tasks where a lower degree of accuracy is required.467

For example, this capability may be useful to transfer multiple468

aligned parts prior to a more accurate assembly operation.469

G. Shooting470

The fast ejection of objects by positively pressurizing the471

gripper enables the gripper to launch or shoot objects a signif-472

icant distance. Other grippers are typically unable to throw or473

shoot objects on their own, instead relying on the robot arm474

to provide the momentum for throwing. To study the shooting475

capability of the positive pressure jamming gripper, we devel-476

oped the test that is shown in Fig. 10. The gripper picks up the477

object at a known location and then moves to the shooting loca-478

tion (h4 = 290 mm, φ = 45◦). A 0.1-s burst of pressurized air479

(2.16 L/s at 620 kPa) is then applied, and the shooting distance L480

is measured. Seven 38-mm diameter spheres weighing between481

5 and 45 g were tested, along with the six additional shapes that482

were used in the holding force test. Results are shown in Fig. 10.483

It can be seen that mass does not to have a significant in-484

fluence on the travel distance of ejected spheres. We can then485

infer that the jamming gripper acts as a velocity source rather486

than a force source. This is useful because it means the angle487

φ is the relevant control parameter for shooting. It can also be488

seen that other objects tend not to travel as far as spheres. This489

can be explained by the increased likelihood that the ejection490

velocity vector is not aligned with the center of these objects491

and is instead partially lost in rotating the object. In addition,492

these nonspherical objects will likely experience increased at-493

mospheric drag. Furthermore, the four objects that travel the494

shortest distance have the sharpest corners. This could indicate495

that a sharply bent membrane cannot relax as quickly and, thus,496

gives the object a lower initial velocity.497

In general, for angle φ = 45◦ and h4 = 290 mm, objects498

of varying size and weight can be ejected 602 mm ± 127 mm499

with 95% confidence, which can be improved if the shape of500

the object is known. Precision in the perpendicular direction is501

±60 mm for 95% confidence. This is certainly too coarse for502

high-precision manufacturing tasks but could be useful for tasks503

Fig. 10. Shooting test (top) results and (bottom) setup. The gripper shoots the
object from angle φ and height h4 so that distance L can be measured. Results
show the shooting distance for seven spheres of varying mass and six other
objects with the same mass and varying shape.

like sorting objects into bins in a factory or throwing away trash 504

in a home. 505

IV. RELATED GRIPPERS 506

To compare passive- and underactuated-type universal grip- 507

pers with one another is a surprisingly difficult task. Grippers 508

in this group often derive their utility from a unique gripping 509

approach, and this, in turn, necessitates an equally unique set of 510

tests to demonstrate the gripper’s capabilities. No standard set 511

of benchmark tests is followed in the literature. Further, many 512

of the references in this field focus primarily on the design, 513

manufacturing, and control strategies that are implemented in 514

their particular gripper and, thus, provide minimal quantitative 515

performance data. Some of the seemingly critical performance 516

parameters that we have presented here (especially placement 517

precision) are mostly absent from the related literature. Finally, 518

most all of these grippers are singular prototypes that are pro- 519

duced for research purposes and, therefore, cannot be obtained 520

for further testing. 521

In this paper, we too have devised a customized set of tests 522

that we believe objectively and quantitatively reveal both the 523

capabilities and limitations of our proposed gripper. We are able 524

to compare the positive pressure jamming gripper with other 525

passive- and underactuated-type universal grippers, as shown 526

in Table I. Here, the DOF at Joints column indicates the num- 527

ber of DOF at traditional joints, such as revolute or ball and 528

socket joints. Flexural joints or members that can bend, stretch, 529

or twist in multiple directions are included in the Additional 530

Compliance column. The Object Size Range column specifies 531

the range of objects that the gripper can pick up. This is normal- 532

ized to the gripper size by dividing approximate object radius by 533
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF PASSIVE- AND UNDERACTUATED-TYPE UNIVERSAL GRIPPERS

approximate gripper radius (r/R). If the gripper is a five-fingered534

hand based closely on the dimensions of a human hand, then535

we replace otherwise unreported size ranges with ∼human. The536

Error Tolerance column is also normalized to the gripper size537

using an object with approximately half the radius of the gripper.538

With this constant object size, error tolerance is the maximum539

tolerable error in object location divided by gripper radius (e/R).540

For grippers that are intended specifically for prosthetic uses, we541

replace unreported values in the Error Tolerance and Placement542

Precision columns with NA, as these are typically the responsi-543

bility of the prosthesis operator rather than the hand itself. Any544

values that are not specifically reported in the literature but that545

could be closely estimated were added to the table.546

We have limited our survey to grippers that have two actuators547

or less and at least three times as many DOF as actuators. We548

believe this is the appropriate bound for comparison because at549

the cutoff, it includes multifingered hands such as self-adapting550

robotic auxiliary hand [15]–[17], which have some meaningful551

similarities in the area of shape adaptation, but it excludes others552

like the Barrett Hand [32], which are more highly actuated and553

with which a comparison would have little use. This survey is554

not exhaustive (particularly, in the area of prosthetics and five-555

fingered hands) but serves to illustrate the trend of underreported556

and unknown performance metrics in the related literature. We557

hope that the performance-centric approach of this paper will558

provide some new benchmarks for future work in the field.559

From Table I, we can see that the positive pressure jamming560

gripper is the top performer in both error tolerance and place-561

ment precision, and its performance on the remaining tests is562

also very good. There is no column in which the positive pres-563

sure jamming gripper is an obvious underperformer. These re-564

sults further support the potential adoption of universal jamming565

grippers for tasks where low complexity but high versatility are566

required.567

V. CONCLUSION 568

In this paper, we have presented a passive universal jamming 569

gripper that incorporates both positive and negative pressure. 570

The design and manufacture of a prototype gripper were de- 571

scribed, and this prototype was evaluated against five metrics 572

that revealed its capabilities for real-world applications. The 573

positive pressure gripper proved capable at gripping objects of 574

different size and shape, and when compared with a version 575

without positive pressure, it showed an increase in reliability of 576

up to 85% and an increase in error tolerance of up to 25%. The 577

positive pressure gripper also applied up to 90% less force on 578

target objects, demonstrated an increase in placement accuracy, 579

and was able to extend its workspace up to 600 mm by shoot- 580

ing objects. This ability to manipulate objects by shooting may 581

be useful for tasks like sorting objects into bins in a factory or 582

throwing away trash in a home. 583

With this jamming gripper, objects of very different shape, 584

weight, and fragility can be gripped, and multiple objects can 585

be gripped at once while maintaining their relative distance and 586

orientation. This diversity of abilities may make the gripper well 587

suited for use in unstructured domains ranging from military 588

environments to the home and, perhaps, for variable industrial 589

tasks, such as food handling. The gripper’s airtight construction 590

also provides the potential for use in wet or volatile environments 591

and permits easy cleaning. Its thermal limits are determined 592

only by the latex rubber membrane, because of the temperature 593

independence of the jamming phase transition; therefore, use 594

in high- or low-temperature environments may also be possible 595

with a modified design. Furthermore, the soft malleable state 596

that the gripper assumes between gripping tasks could provide 597

an improvement in safety when deployed in close proximity 598

with humans, as in the home, for example. 599

The durability of a single latex membrane could be a con- 600

cern, and we believe that future work in this area will lead to 601
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improved membrane materials. It should be noted, however, that602

throughout the many tests (∼100 s) conducted for this paper,603

the latex membrane never failed and showed no visible signs of604

wear.605

We have demonstrated a jamming-based gripper with a num-606

ber of unique capabilities and adept performance. However, the607

gripper that is presented here is still a fairly early prototype. We608

believe that significant performance gains are possible and that609

further research will serve to optimize the gripper membrane,610

jamming material, and overall design to produce a gripper that611

far surpasses the capabilities and performance that are demon-612

strated here.613
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Abstract—We describe a simple passive universal gripper, con-5
sisting of a mass of granular material encased in an elastic mem-6
brane. Using a combination of positive and negative pressure, the7
gripper can rapidly grip and release a wide range of objects that8
are typically challenging for universal grippers, such as flat ob-9
jects, soft objects, or objects with complex geometries. The gripper10
passively conforms to the shape of a target object, then vacuum-11
hardens to grip it rigidly, later using positive pressure to reverse12
this transition—releasing the object and returning to a deformable13
state. We describe the mechanical design and implementation of14
this gripper and quantify its performance in real-world testing sit-15
uations. By using both positive and negative pressure, we demon-16
strate performance increases of up to 85% in reliability, 25% in17
error tolerance, and the added capability to shoot objects by fast18
ejection. In addition, multiple objects are gripped and placed at19
once while maintaining their relative distance and orientation. We20
conclude by comparing the performance of the proposed gripper21
with others in the field.22

Index Terms—End effectors, grain size, jamming, manipulators,23
pressure control.24

I. INTRODUCTION25

UNIVERSAL robot grippers are robotic end effectors that26

can grip a wide variety of arbitrarily shaped objects. Pro-27

posed universal grippers have ranged from vacuum-based suc-28

tion grippers to multifingered hands, and these can be divided29

along a spectrum from active universal grippers to passive uni-30

versal grippers [1].31

Most active universal grippers typically have an anthropo-32

morphic multifingered design with many independently actu-33
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ated joints. Many such grippers have been developed, and mul- 34

tifingered grasping is an active area of research [2]. The active 35

universal grippers that have been proposed are capable of both 36

grasping and manipulation but also engender extensive phys- 37

ical and computational complexity, which is evident in grasp 38

algorithm research [3]–[5]. The complexities of active univer- 39

sal grippers, that are coupled with their correspondingly high 40

costs, have limited their adoption among commercial robotics 41

industries. 42

Passive universal grippers [6], [7] require minimal grasp plan- 43

ning. They often have ten or more degrees of freedom (DOF) 44

per actuator and include components that passively conform to 45

unique object geometries, giving them the ability to grip widely 46

varying objects without readjustment. For example, Scott [6] 47

presented a gripper design in which many independent tele- 48

scoping pins could each passively slide in or out to conform to 49

the shape of a target object, before pinching from the side to 50

grip the object. 51

Passive universal grippers are generally simpler to use and 52

require minimal visual preprocessing of their environment, but 53

they too have had limited success gaining widespread adoption. 54

Often, their many passive components are easy to damage and 55

difficult to replace. Passive universal grippers can be very expen- 56

sive as well, and their ability to grip many different objects often 57

renders them inferior at gripping any one object in particular (a 58

mechanical no free lunch [8]). 59

The term underactuated [9] describes universal grippers 60

falling somewhere between the active and passive distinctions. 61

There are no clear dividing lines on this spectrum, but under- 62

actuated grippers [10]–[17] are in many ways comparable with 63

passive universal grippers, especially when they possess many 64

more DOF than actuators. 65

Lower thresholds of universal gripping can be achieved by 66

adding deformable materials to the gripping faces of a traditional 67

1-DOF jawed gripper in order to increase the compliance of the 68

surfaces [18]–[20]. This technique is straightforward and can 69

be sufficient for some applications. Simpson [21] was likely the 70

first to suggest adding pockets of granular materials to gripping 71

surfaces for this purpose, and later Schmidt [22] and Perovskii 72

[23] proposed designs that allowed vacuum hardening of similar 73

grain filled pockets to produce a custom gripper jaw shape. 74

Reinmueller and Weissmantel [24], while describing a similar 75

idea, went so far as to speculate that a single membrane filled 76

with granular material might be able to grip an object on its own 77

and function as a passive universal gripper. However, this idea 78

was not demonstrated in practice or rigorously explored until the 79

universal jamming gripper that we have recently presented [25]. 80

1552-3098/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Universal jamming gripper is able to grip a wide variety of objects
without grasp planning or sensory feedback. Multiple objects can be gripped at
once, as demonstrated here with salt and pepper shakers.

The approach that we propose in this paper is to use both81

positive and negative pressure to modulate the jamming transi-82

tion in a universal jamming gripper. We design, manufacture,83

and test a prototype gripper that attaches to a commercial robot84

arm. Consisting of a single mass of granular material encased in85

an elastic membrane, the gripper can passively conform to the86

shape of the target object, then vacuum-harden to grip it rigidly,87

later using positive pressure to reverse this transition—releasing88

the object and returning to a deformable state. An example of89

this gripper can be seen in Fig. 1.90

This universal jamming gripper is an example of a passive uni-91

versal gripper that exploits the temperature-independent fluid-92

like to solid-like phase transition of granular materials known as93

jamming [26]–[31]. This gripper leverages three possible grip-94

ping modes for operation: 1) static friction from surface contact;95

2) geometric constraints from capture of the object by interlock-96

ing; and 3) vacuum suction when an airtight seal is achieved on97

some portion of the object’s surface [25]. These three gripping98

modes are illustrated in Fig. 2. The friction force results from99

the slight (<0.5%) volume contraction of the membrane that100

occurs during evacuation, which, in turn, causes a pinch force to101

develop, normal to the point of contact. Analytical calculations102

for these values have been previously presented [25].103

By achieving one or more of the three gripping modes, the104

jamming gripper can grip many different objects with widely105

varying shape, weight, and fragility, including objects that are106

traditionally challenging for other universal grippers. For exam-107

ple, we have successfully been able to grip a coin, a tetrahedron,108

a hemisphere, a raw egg, a jack toy, and a foam earplug. When109

mounted to the robot arm, the gripper functions entirely in open110

loop—without grasp planning, vision, or sensory feedback.111

Fig. 2. Jamming gripper can achieve three separate gripping modes. (Left)
Static friction from surface contact. (Center) Geometric constraints from in-
terlocking. (Right) Vacuum suction from an airtight seal. Normally, it would
be unlikely that the interlocking or vacuum modes would be achieved without
some additional contribution from friction.

Optimal performance of a universal jamming gripper is main- 112

tained by resetting the gripper to a neutral state between gripping 113

tasks. Prior to the work presented here, this was accomplished 114

by shaking the gripper, by kneading or massaging the gripper, 115

or by pushing the gripper against some resetting apparatus that 116

is mounted in the workspace, for example. We call this process 117

manually resetting the gripper, and without it, the ability to 118

grip subsequent objects degrades rapidly. We have found that 119

positive pressure can be used to replace this procedure with 120

a short burst of air that quickly unjams and resets the grip- 121

per. We also find that incorporating positive pressure improves 122

the gripper’s speed, reliability, error tolerance, and placement 123

accuracy. In addition, the fast ejection that positive pressure 124

can provide enables the gripper to launch objects a significant 125

distance—a capability that we call shooting, which may serve as 126

a new method for robots to extend their workspace and perform 127

tasks like sorting objects into bins in a factory or throwing away 128

trash in a home. 129

In this paper, we develop a new universal jamming gripper 130

that incorporates positive pressure. We quantify the gripper’s 131

ability to grip objects of different shapes and sizes, as well as its 132

ability to tolerate errors in the location of the target object; we 133

test the gripper’s maximum speed and placement precision; we 134

test the gripper’s ability to grip multiple objects at once and to 135

shoot objects of varying weight and shape. Our testing reveals 136

the capabilities and limitations of the gripper, and we compare 137

these with a manual reset gripper in order to isolate the perfor- 138

mance contribution from positive pressure. We demonstrate that 139

dramatic improvements in performance are possible through the 140

addition of positive pressure, and we compare the performance 141

of a positive pressure jamming gripper with related grippers in 142

the field. We conclude that this gripper has potential applications 143

in a variety of settings. 144

II. DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE 145

In its simplest form, a jamming gripper needs only to include 146

some granular material that is contained in a flexible mem- 147

brane in order to achieve its gripping behavior (the combination 148

of ground coffee and a latex balloon has been found to work 149

well [25]). No motors, cables, or linkages are required (just an 150
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Fig. 3. Assembly drawing of the positive pressure jamming gripper, including
components: 1) base, 2) external collar, 3) balloon membrane, 4) coffee grains,
5) air filter, 6) vacuum line port, and 7) high pressure port. The balloon is
pinched between the base and the collar producing an airtight seal.

off-board pump to evacuate the air from the gripper). Here, we151

have developed a slightly more complex jamming gripper that152

interfaces with a commercial robot arm and includes a rigid col-153

lar surrounding the membrane, as well as a positive pressure port154

and an air filter. An assembly drawing of the design is shown in155

Fig. 3.156

One of the primary benefits of this design is its mechanical157

simplicity. The gripper is composed of just 12 components (the158

seven shown in Fig. 3 plus five machine screws). This con-159

tributes to its low cost and easy manufacturability. The collar is160

an important element of the design because it helps guide the161

gripper as it conforms to an object, increasing the surface con-162

tact on vertical faces of the object and maximizing the potential163

for the interlocking gripping mode. In this prototype, the collar164

and the base are both manufactured from 3-D printed plastic,165

which permits the intricate internal structures of the base.166

The latex balloon membrane is pinched between the base and167

the collar producing an airtight seal. The balloon membrane168

thickness is 0.33 mm, and it is filled with ground coffee beans169

to a volume of 350 cm3 . At this volume, the gripper is full but the170

membrane is not significantly stretched; therefore, the gripper171

can be easily deformed in the unjammed state. The gripper is172

approximately spherical, with a radius of 43 mm. The relatively173

low density of ground coffee is advantageous because it can be174

used in larger quantities without weighing down the gripper or175

straining the membrane in the way that a heavier material like176

sand would, for example.177

III. PERFORMANCE178

The jamming gripper was mounted on a commercial robot179

arm for testing. Positive pressure was provided at 620 kPa and180

a flow rate of 2.16 L/s. Vacuum was achieved with an off-board181

vacuum pump. A maximum vacuum flow rate of 0.25 L/s was182

achieved with a pump rated for a maximum vacuum of 25 μm. 183

For gripping, the jamming transition was considered complete 184

when the pressure in the gripper dropped to−85 kPa, which took 185

1.1 s. The pressure in the gripper could also be neutralized with 186

the atmosphere, and this state was used whenever the gripper 187

was pressed onto an object. Solenoid valves that are controlled 188

by serial communication through the robot arm were used to 189

modulate the pressure in the gripper. All tests were performed 190

at 100% joint angle speed for the robot arm, which corresponds 191

to approximately 240 mm/s linear speed of the gripper. When 192

the manual reset gripper was tested, a 2-s massage was given 193

between each gripping task to return it to a uniform neutral 194

state. This setup was used throughout the following subsections, 195

except where otherwise noted. 196

A. Size and Reliability 197

The positive pressure jamming gripper was first evaluated 198

for its reliability in gripping objects of varying size. All objects 199

were located at a position on a table that was hard-coded into the 200

robot’s software (the pick position). The robot was instructed to 201

move to the pick position and press the jamming gripper onto 202

an object and to then actuate the gripper to induce the rigid 203

state. Next, the robot was instructed to move to a place position, 204

release the vacuum, and apply a 0.1-s burst of positive pressure 205

to eject the object. All tests were performed in open loop. 206

Spheres have been used as test objects for jamming grip- 207

pers [25], but here, we have chosen to use hemispheres (ori- 208

ented flat side down) so that the surface geometry of a sphere 209

test would be preserved, but the height of the test objects would 210

be reduced. Wooden hemispheres ranging from 5-mm radius to 211

38-mm radius were chosen, with a surface texture that was not 212

smooth enough to permit an airtight seal between the gripper 213

and the hemisphere, therefore, not inducing the vacuum mode 214

of gripping. Since the objects are hemispheres, it is also impos- 215

sible to achieve the interlocking gripping mode in this test. Each 216

hemisphere was located in line with the central axis of the grip- 217

per so that the contact angle θ would be as consistent as possible 218

around the hemisphere. The test setup and the hemispheres that 219

are used for this test can be seen in Fig. 4. The dimensions that 220

are associated with Fig. 4 were as follows: h1 = 48 mm, h2 = 221

115 mm, h3 = 130 mm, and d = 200 mm. 222

Test results are shown in Fig. 5. The ordinate of each plot is 223

presented as a percentage of the gripper size in order to account 224

for the scalability of the gripper [25]. Fig. 5 shows the perfor- 225

mance of the new positive pressure gripper compared with a 226

manually reset gripper. Plots of success rate, applied force, and 227

contact angle are shown. Success rate was determined over 30 228

trials for each hemisphere and represents how reliably the grip- 229

pers could grip hemispheres of varying size. Applied force is 230

the maximum force that a gripper applies to an object as it is 231

deformed around it. This force is measured with a scale that is 232

located beneath the test object. Contact angle is the maximum 233

angle at which the gripper membrane and the object touch (as 234

indicated by θ in Fig. 4). Contact angle was measured with the 235

gripper pressed against the hemisphere and evacuated but be- 236

fore the hemisphere was lifted. For the applied force and contact 237
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Fig. 4. Different size hemispheres used in this test ranging from 5-mm radius
to 38-mm radius (left to right at top). Experimental setup showing key dimen-
sions (bottom). The gripper picks the object at the pick location (P1 ) and then
moves to place the object at the place location (P2 ). The contact angle between
the gripper and the object is indicated by θ.

Fig. 5. Results of gripping tests on hemispheres of varying radius using a
manually reset gripper and a gripper reset with positive pressure. (a) Success
rate for gripping objects of varying size. (b) Force that the gripper applies to an
object while deforming around it. (c) Contact angle that the gripper achieves.
The horizontal dotted line in (c) indicates the critical 45◦ contact angle.

angle tests, ten trials were performed on each hemisphere. For238

all three plots, the data points represent the average of the trials,239

and the error bars indicate the maximum and minimum mea-240

surements that are recorded during the test. Hemispheres were241

tested in random order for all tests.242

It can be seen that for a gripper without positive pressure,243

the gripper’s success rate falls off sharply as the object radius244

reaches about 65% of the gripper radius and falls to 0% for245

contact angles near 45◦ (i.e., the critical angle for gripping to246

occur [25]). No minimum object radius was observed in this247

test, although no hemispheres under 5-mm radius were tested248

because of their lack of availability in wood. We also see that249

the applied force increases with increasing object size, as more250

grains inside the gripper need to be displaced around larger ob-251

jects. Adding positive pressure dramatically increases the suc-252

Fig. 6. Results from testing the gripper against errors in the location of the
target object. (a) Error tolerance of about 30 mm as well as an increase in
error tolerance of up to 25% for the positive pressure gripper can be seen for
a hemisphere of 25-mm radius. (b) Error tolerance and reliability can be seen
more generally for errors ranging from 0 to 45 mm and hemispheres ranging
from 5 to 38 mm radius using the unitless value

√
e2 + r2 /R.

cess rate of the gripper by as much as 85% for some hemispheres 253

by increasing contact angle. Positive pressure also decreases the 254

force that is applied to the object by as much as 90%. These 255

performance increases are most likely because of increased flu- 256

idization of the granular material, which allows it to flow more 257

easily around the target object. 258

B. Error Tolerance 259

In this second test, the jamming gripper was evaluated for 260

tolerance to errors in the location of the target object. The same 261

test setup from Fig. 4 was used, with hemispheres that are again 262

employed as test objects. In this test, however, the target object 263

was located between 0 and 45 mm away from the pick loca- 264

tion P1 , thus, causing the hemisphere to be unaligned with the 265

gripper’s central axis. Results from this test are shown in Fig. 6. 266

In Fig. 6(a), only results for the 25-mm radius hemisphere are 267

shown, and 30 trials were performed for each data point. We 268

can observe an increased error tolerance of up to 25% from the 269

addition of positive pressure. Fig. 6(b) illustrates a more gen- 270

eral relationship between target object size, location error, and 271

gripping success rate, and ten trials were performed for each 272

data point shown, with errors ranging from 0 to 45 mm and 273

hemispheres ranging from 5- to 38-mm radius. 274

Fig. 6(a) could be redrawn for any of the hemispheres that 275

we tested, and a similar improvement for the positive pressure 276

gripper would be shown. However, we find that the expression 277√
e2 + r2/R allows us to observe the error tolerance and re- 278

liability of the gripper more generally. This expression can be 279

understood as the Euclidean distance from the apex of the target 280

object to the point where the gripper touches the table along 281

its central axis, compared with the radius of the gripper. It is 282

a simple approximation the total surface area the gripper will 283

contact (table plus target object), as it attempts to wrap around 284

the object to the critical contact angle, compared with the avail- 285

able surface area of the gripper. An analytical calculation of 286
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Fig. 7. Holding force for 3-D printed plastic shapes: helical spring, cylinder,
cuboid, jack toy, cube, sphere, and regular tetrahedron. The sphere is 2.6 cm in
diameter.

these two surface areas would likely produce a more accurate287

quantity, but such a calculation is prohibitively difficult because288

of the deformation and stretching of the gripper membrane that289

occurs during the gripping process. We see in Fig. 6(b) that our290

approximation is sufficiently simple and accurate to collapse the291

data and allow for quick estimations of gripping success rate. In292

addition, the close similarity between Figs. 5(a) and 6(b) should293

be noted. This result is expected because
√

e2 + r2/R reduces294

to r/R for e = 0.295

The error tolerance that we observe for the jamming gripper296

is very large considering its open-loop function. In Fig. 6(a),297

for example, we see that with the use of positive pressure, our298

43-mm-radius gripper can successfully pick up a 25-mm-radius299

hemisphere 100% of the time, even when the hemisphere is300

25 mm away from its target location. Furthermore, the ability of301

jamming grippers to resist torques and off-axis forces has been302

previously shown [25]. It is likely that this large error tolerance303

would prove very useful for gripping tasks in unstructured en-304

vironments, where precise control over neither the situation nor305

the robot is possible.306

C. Shapes and Strength307

In our third test, the jamming gripper was evaluated for the308

range of shapes that it could grip and the forces with which309

it could retain those shapes. Seven shapes with similar mass,310

volume, and size were 3-D printed for the test. The mass of311

each shape was 15.5 ± 0.8 g. The minimum cross section of312

each shape was approximately 26 mm—i.e., a size chosen to be313

well within the 100% success rate from the previous tests. The314

3-D printed material is not smooth enough for an airtight seal to315

be achieved. The shapes printed were helical spring, cylinder,316

cuboid, jack toy, cube, sphere, and regular tetrahedron. A photo-317

graph of the shapes is shown on the ordinate of Fig. 7. To test the318

strength with which each object was retained, we measured the319

force that is required to remove a held object from the gripper.320

The results of this test are shown in Fig. 7. Ten tests were per-321

formed for each shape, and the error bars indicate the maximum 322

and minimum measurements that are recorded during the tests. 323

It can be seen that resetting the gripper with positive pressure 324

improves the holding force for objects that displace a larger vol- 325

ume of grains in the gripper but decreases the holding force for 326

smaller objects. This may be understood as a tradeoff between 327

contact angle and applied force in the experimental setup. The 328

enhanced flowability of the positive pressure gripper allows for 329

a larger contact angle, as seen in Fig. 5(c) and, thus, an enhanced 330

holding force for the larger objects that displace a larger volume 331

of grains. However, a problem occurs for the smaller objects 332

because no significant increase in contact angle occurs. Instead, 333

the enhanced flowability may allow more grains to fall to the 334

side of the object, possibly leaving a gap between the grains and 335

the gripper base. This is supported by the low values of applied 336

force in Fig. 5(b) for the positive pressure gripper, which are 337

comparable with the weight of the grains for small objects. In 338

this situation, when the membrane is evacuated, the grains may 339

partially contract toward the open space near the gripper base 340

rather than toward the target object, resulting in less holding 341

force. This is not an inherent problem with the positive pressure 342

modification, as it could be fixed by applying more force to the 343

target object, either by adjusting the pick height h1 to the target 344

object size or by using a robot arm with force feedback. 345

D. Speed 346

The actuation speed of a positive pressure jamming gripper 347

depends on the vacuum and positive pressure flow rates. These 348

set the time required to complete the jamming transition when 349

evacuating the gripper and the time required to reset the gripper 350

with positive pressure. Here, we have achieved minimum actu- 351

ation times of 1.1 s to evacuate the gripper and 0.1 s to reset 352

the gripper. The 0.1-s reset time is probably near the lower limit 353

of what is practical, as it was achieved with a standard 650-kPa 354

compressed air line in a workshop. There is significant room 355

for improvement, however, in the evacuation time. Faster evac- 356

uation times could be achieved by incorporating an evacuated 357

reservoir between the pump and the valve leading to the gripper, 358

for example, and we believe that evacuation times of the order 359

of 0.1 s are also possible. 360

All of the tests in this paper were conducted at 100% joint 361

angle speed of the robot, which was measured at 240 mm/s. We 362

can, therefore, calculate that for the test setup shown in Fig. 4, a 363

gripping rate of 16.2 picks/min can be achieved with the positive 364

pressure gripper. Much higher gripping rates would be possible 365

with a faster robot arm, for example, a delta robot. 366

E. Placement Precision 367

Typically, placement precision is recognized as a sacrifice 368

that must be made when developing a passive universal gripper 369

in order to maximize the range of objects that may be gripped 370

[1]. However, placement precision is also a key performance 371

measure for grippers that are used in manufacturing settings. 372

Here, the jamming gripper is evaluated for the precision and 373

accuracy with which it can place objects, again using the same 374

test setup from Fig. 4 with slight modifications. 375
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Fig. 8. Placement test results for the calibration of the robot arm, test of
the positive pressure gripper, and test of the manually reset gripper. Ellipses
represent 95% confidence regions.

We first performed a calibration procedure to determine the376

precision and accuracy of the robot arm itself. A pen was firmly377

mounted to the wrist of the robot, extending to approximately378

the same point at which the gripper’s bottom edge makes con-379

tact with the table. A similar test procedure to Fig. 4 was then380

executed, with the pen marking a fixed piece of paper at the381

pick and place positions P1 and P2 . With this setup, we were382

able to determine the precision of the arm to be ±0.35 mm in383

the worst case for 95% confidence, with an average offset of384

0.76 mm from the goal. This result is seven times larger than385

the manufacturers reported repeatability of ±0.05 mm, which is386

likely because of the dynamic effects that are caused by moving387

the robot arm at full speed.388

Next, the pen was removed from the robot arm, and the gripper389

was reattached. The robot arm was programmed to execute a390

pick and place routine with the hemisphere, again using the test391

setup from Fig. 4. Following placement of the hemisphere, we392

were able to measure its deviation from its intended position393

in the plane of the table. In this test, only the 18-mm-radius394

hemisphere was used. This hemisphere is similar to the part395

sizes that are used in the shape test and is well within the 100%396

success rate range in the reliability test. The dimensions of Fig. 4397

were slightly modified for this test: When testing the positive398

pressure gripper, h2 was set at 88 mm, and When testing the399

manually reset gripper, h2 was set at 71 mm. The results are400

shown in Fig. 8.401

We see from Fig. 8 that the positive pressure gripper places402

the hemisphere more accurately than the manually reset gripper,403

while the manually reset gripper is slightly more precise. Specif-404

ically, the average deviation of the positive pressure gripper is405

0.98 mm from the arm’s calibration center, with a precision of406

±1.00 mm in the worst case for 95% confidence, while the av-407

erage deviation for the manually reset gripper is 2.63 mm from408

the arm’s calibration center, with a precision of ±0.76 mm in409

the worst case for 95% confidence.410

Fig. 9. Nine starting configurations that are used to test the jamming gripper’s
ability to grip multiple objects at once, shown from a top view.

The precision and accuracy in angular placement is compara- 411

ble between the two grippers. Here, however, the manually reset 412

gripper slightly was more accurate, while the positive pressure 413

gripper was slightly more precise. The manually reset gripper 414

rotated the hemisphere by 5.4◦ on average, ±3.4◦ for 95% con- 415

fidence. The positive pressure gripper rotated the hemisphere by 416

7.5◦ on average, ±1.8◦ for 95% confidence. 417

The placement accuracy improvement that we observe for the 418

positive pressure jamming gripper enables repeatable shooting 419

behavior presented later in Section III-G. It should be noted 420

that it is not strictly necessary to apply the positive pressure 421

exactly at the moment of object release and that releasing the 422

object and resetting the gripper can be separated into distinct 423

operations. If the improved placement precision of the manual 424

reset gripper is preferred, one could calibrate for the constant 425

offset in placement accuracy and then simply release the vacuum 426

to drop the object and pressurize the gripper later to reset it. 427

F. Multiple Objects 428

A unique feature of jamming grippers is their ability to grip 429

multiple closely spaced objects simultaneously while maintain- 430

ing their relative position and orientation. An example of this 431

was shown in Fig. 1. To quantify this capability, we used two 432

cuboids as test parts—each 13 × 13 × 45 mm. The gripper was 433

evaluated to pick these objects at the nine starting configurations 434

that are shown in Fig. 9. We again implemented the test proce- 435

dure from Fig. 4 with the same modifications that are specified 436

in the placement precision test. For each test, the centroid of the 437

combined shape was located on the central axis of the gripper. 438

The relative distance and angle between the two objects was 439

recorded before and after the gripping operation. 440

We found that for relative distance, the manually reset gripper 441

tended to increase the separation between the objects by 0.8 mm 442

on average, i.e., ±8.6 mm for 95% confidence, while the posi- 443

tive pressure gripper tended to increase the separation between 444

the objects by 7.7 mm on average, i.e., ±10.7 mm for 95% con- 445

fidence. In terms of relative angle, the manually reset gripper 446

changed the angle between the objects by 6.7◦ on average, i.e., 447

±20.5◦ for 95% confidence, while the positive pressure gripper 448
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changed the angle between the objects by 5.2◦ on average, i.e.,449

±22.2◦ for 95% confidence.450

This test shows a significant decrease in accuracy from the451

previous test, where only one object was used. The increase in452

error is likely the result of grips that occur away from the central453

axis of the gripper, where off-axis forces that tend to rotate454

or translate the gripped objects are more likely to occur. The455

performance of the positive pressure gripper is slightly inferior456

to the manually reset gripper in this test, presumably because457

the rapid expansion of the membrane during the ejection of458

the object magnifies these off-axis forces, producing increased459

rotations and translations of the gripped objects. This test reveals460

the importance of centering objects on the gripper’s central axis461

in order to maximize placement accuracy.462

The performance of both the positive pressure gripper and the463

manually reset gripper in this test indicates that they can be used464

to grip multiple objects at once but that their ability to main-465

tain the relative distance and angle between the objects is only466

suitable for tasks where a lower degree of accuracy is required.467

For example, this capability may be useful to transfer multiple468

aligned parts prior to a more accurate assembly operation.469

G. Shooting470

The fast ejection of objects by positively pressurizing the471

gripper enables the gripper to launch or shoot objects a signif-472

icant distance. Other grippers are typically unable to throw or473

shoot objects on their own, instead relying on the robot arm474

to provide the momentum for throwing. To study the shooting475

capability of the positive pressure jamming gripper, we devel-476

oped the test that is shown in Fig. 10. The gripper picks up the477

object at a known location and then moves to the shooting loca-478

tion (h4 = 290 mm, φ = 45◦). A 0.1-s burst of pressurized air479

(2.16 L/s at 620 kPa) is then applied, and the shooting distance L480

is measured. Seven 38-mm diameter spheres weighing between481

5 and 45 g were tested, along with the six additional shapes that482

were used in the holding force test. Results are shown in Fig. 10.483

It can be seen that mass does not to have a significant in-484

fluence on the travel distance of ejected spheres. We can then485

infer that the jamming gripper acts as a velocity source rather486

than a force source. This is useful because it means the angle487

φ is the relevant control parameter for shooting. It can also be488

seen that other objects tend not to travel as far as spheres. This489

can be explained by the increased likelihood that the ejection490

velocity vector is not aligned with the center of these objects491

and is instead partially lost in rotating the object. In addition,492

these nonspherical objects will likely experience increased at-493

mospheric drag. Furthermore, the four objects that travel the494

shortest distance have the sharpest corners. This could indicate495

that a sharply bent membrane cannot relax as quickly and, thus,496

gives the object a lower initial velocity.497

In general, for angle φ = 45◦ and h4 = 290 mm, objects498

of varying size and weight can be ejected 602 mm ± 127 mm499

with 95% confidence, which can be improved if the shape of500

the object is known. Precision in the perpendicular direction is501

±60 mm for 95% confidence. This is certainly too coarse for502

high-precision manufacturing tasks but could be useful for tasks503

Fig. 10. Shooting test (top) results and (bottom) setup. The gripper shoots the
object from angle φ and height h4 so that distance L can be measured. Results
show the shooting distance for seven spheres of varying mass and six other
objects with the same mass and varying shape.

like sorting objects into bins in a factory or throwing away trash 504

in a home. 505

IV. RELATED GRIPPERS 506

To compare passive- and underactuated-type universal grip- 507

pers with one another is a surprisingly difficult task. Grippers 508

in this group often derive their utility from a unique gripping 509

approach, and this, in turn, necessitates an equally unique set of 510

tests to demonstrate the gripper’s capabilities. No standard set 511

of benchmark tests is followed in the literature. Further, many 512

of the references in this field focus primarily on the design, 513

manufacturing, and control strategies that are implemented in 514

their particular gripper and, thus, provide minimal quantitative 515

performance data. Some of the seemingly critical performance 516

parameters that we have presented here (especially placement 517

precision) are mostly absent from the related literature. Finally, 518

most all of these grippers are singular prototypes that are pro- 519

duced for research purposes and, therefore, cannot be obtained 520

for further testing. 521

In this paper, we too have devised a customized set of tests 522

that we believe objectively and quantitatively reveal both the 523

capabilities and limitations of our proposed gripper. We are able 524

to compare the positive pressure jamming gripper with other 525

passive- and underactuated-type universal grippers, as shown 526

in Table I. Here, the DOF at Joints column indicates the num- 527

ber of DOF at traditional joints, such as revolute or ball and 528

socket joints. Flexural joints or members that can bend, stretch, 529

or twist in multiple directions are included in the Additional 530

Compliance column. The Object Size Range column specifies 531

the range of objects that the gripper can pick up. This is normal- 532

ized to the gripper size by dividing approximate object radius by 533
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF PASSIVE- AND UNDERACTUATED-TYPE UNIVERSAL GRIPPERS

approximate gripper radius (r/R). If the gripper is a five-fingered534

hand based closely on the dimensions of a human hand, then535

we replace otherwise unreported size ranges with ∼human. The536

Error Tolerance column is also normalized to the gripper size537

using an object with approximately half the radius of the gripper.538

With this constant object size, error tolerance is the maximum539

tolerable error in object location divided by gripper radius (e/R).540

For grippers that are intended specifically for prosthetic uses, we541

replace unreported values in the Error Tolerance and Placement542

Precision columns with NA, as these are typically the responsi-543

bility of the prosthesis operator rather than the hand itself. Any544

values that are not specifically reported in the literature but that545

could be closely estimated were added to the table.546

We have limited our survey to grippers that have two actuators547

or less and at least three times as many DOF as actuators. We548

believe this is the appropriate bound for comparison because at549

the cutoff, it includes multifingered hands such as self-adapting550

robotic auxiliary hand [15]–[17], which have some meaningful551

similarities in the area of shape adaptation, but it excludes others552

like the Barrett Hand [32], which are more highly actuated and553

with which a comparison would have little use. This survey is554

not exhaustive (particularly, in the area of prosthetics and five-555

fingered hands) but serves to illustrate the trend of underreported556

and unknown performance metrics in the related literature. We557

hope that the performance-centric approach of this paper will558

provide some new benchmarks for future work in the field.559

From Table I, we can see that the positive pressure jamming560

gripper is the top performer in both error tolerance and place-561

ment precision, and its performance on the remaining tests is562

also very good. There is no column in which the positive pres-563

sure jamming gripper is an obvious underperformer. These re-564

sults further support the potential adoption of universal jamming565

grippers for tasks where low complexity but high versatility are566

required.567

V. CONCLUSION 568

In this paper, we have presented a passive universal jamming 569

gripper that incorporates both positive and negative pressure. 570

The design and manufacture of a prototype gripper were de- 571

scribed, and this prototype was evaluated against five metrics 572

that revealed its capabilities for real-world applications. The 573

positive pressure gripper proved capable at gripping objects of 574

different size and shape, and when compared with a version 575

without positive pressure, it showed an increase in reliability of 576

up to 85% and an increase in error tolerance of up to 25%. The 577

positive pressure gripper also applied up to 90% less force on 578

target objects, demonstrated an increase in placement accuracy, 579

and was able to extend its workspace up to 600 mm by shoot- 580

ing objects. This ability to manipulate objects by shooting may 581

be useful for tasks like sorting objects into bins in a factory or 582

throwing away trash in a home. 583

With this jamming gripper, objects of very different shape, 584

weight, and fragility can be gripped, and multiple objects can 585

be gripped at once while maintaining their relative distance and 586

orientation. This diversity of abilities may make the gripper well 587

suited for use in unstructured domains ranging from military 588

environments to the home and, perhaps, for variable industrial 589

tasks, such as food handling. The gripper’s airtight construction 590

also provides the potential for use in wet or volatile environments 591

and permits easy cleaning. Its thermal limits are determined 592

only by the latex rubber membrane, because of the temperature 593

independence of the jamming phase transition; therefore, use 594

in high- or low-temperature environments may also be possible 595

with a modified design. Furthermore, the soft malleable state 596

that the gripper assumes between gripping tasks could provide 597

an improvement in safety when deployed in close proximity 598

with humans, as in the home, for example. 599

The durability of a single latex membrane could be a con- 600

cern, and we believe that future work in this area will lead to 601
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improved membrane materials. It should be noted, however, that602

throughout the many tests (∼100 s) conducted for this paper,603

the latex membrane never failed and showed no visible signs of604

wear.605

We have demonstrated a jamming-based gripper with a num-606

ber of unique capabilities and adept performance. However, the607

gripper that is presented here is still a fairly early prototype. We608

believe that significant performance gains are possible and that609

further research will serve to optimize the gripper membrane,610

jamming material, and overall design to produce a gripper that611

far surpasses the capabilities and performance that are demon-612

strated here.613
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